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Abstract

The electrocaloric effect of 9/65/35 PLZT thin film fabricated by the sol-gel method, which has not been studied yet, was investigated

for its structural, electrical properties as well as temperature change property. The relaxor ferroelectric property of 9/65/35 PLZT thin

film was confirmed by examining its dielectric and electrical properties. The relaxor property can cause a more pronounced elec-

trocaloric effect (ECE) in a wider temperature range than normal ferroelectric film. To avoid errors caused by using an indirect mea-

surement method, the leakage current generated by increasing temperatures was minimized by using the optimal maximum electric field

(350 kVcm-1) in the thin film. The largest temperature change ΔT (0.23 K) and the electrocaloric strength ξ (0.68 mkcm/kV), calculated

by equations were obtained. The maximum field change ΔE (191 kVcm-1) was in the vicinity of the curie temperature (200oC).
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1. INTRODUCTION

Recently, new solid-state refrigeration techniques which are

elastocaloric, magnetocaloric, thermoelectric barocaloric, and

the electrocaloric effect (ECE) [1] have drawn attention to

alternative technologies. These techniques differ from existing

cooling technologies that use a conventional vapor compression

cycle approach [2].

The ECE is the most promising candidate because of its high

conversion efficiency and simple operating force its induced

electric field [3]. The ECE is the change in temperature, taking into

account the entropy of ferroelectric materials, under the variation

of an induced electric field in an adiabatic condition [4]. Generally,

to achieve a large ECE, a large polarization change as a function

of the temperature and electric field applied in the sample is

desirable [5]. Although ECE has been studied since the 1930s,

most of the major results were reported in the 2000 s [6]. In

particular, large ECEs using Pb(Zr0.95Ti0.05)O3 reported by

Mischenko et al [7] in 2006 drew the attention of many researchers.

To obtain large ECEs, a key issue is how to design

ferroelectric materials to improve the entropy change directly

related to the ECEs between dipole-disordered and ordered

states [8]. In the studies reported up to now, the ECEs of various

electrocaloric materials such as lead based and lead free

materials, have been announced by many research groups [2,9].

Among these materials, relaxor ferroelectrics interrupted to the

long-range ferroelectric ordering by structural disorder, inducing

polar-glass states which can be well switched by the electric

field to ordered states with high polarization, can lead to extra

entropy contributions through the polar nano-regions and the

number of disordered fluctuating polarization entities in the

material [10]. Consequently, the relaxor ferroelectric material is

a good candidate to achieve large ECEs [11]. So far, large ECEs

that use relaxor ferroelectric materials such as PMN-PT [12],

[P(VDF-TrFE)] [13], and PLZT [8] have been reported. Among

these materials, the ECEs studies about PLZT have been

investigated using a limited composition such as [(Pb0.88

La0.08)(Zr0.65Ti0.35)O3 ;8/65/35] [8], [(Pb0.92La0.08)(Zr0.65Ti0.35)O3;8/

65/35] [14], and [Pb0.93La0.07) (Zr0.65Ti0.35)O3;7/65/35] [15].

However, ECEs with various compositions of PLZT have not

been sufficiently studied.

In this work we present ECE properties calculated by an indirect

measurement method. We examine the electrical, structural and

temperature change properties of PLZT relaxor ceramic thin film

fabricated by the sol-gel method with a composition of
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[(Pb0.865La0.09)(Zr0.65Ti0.35)O3;9/65/35] which not yet been confirmed.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

2.1 Sample Preparation

The PLZT ceramic thin films with composition [(Pb0.865La0.09)

(Zr0.65Ti0.35)O3;9/65/35] were deposited by spin coater on a

Pt(100 nm)/Ti(50 nm)/SiO2(300 nm)/Si(100) substrate. by using

the sol-gel method. The 9/65/35 PLZT sols were prepared by

using a fabrication process Fig. 1. The Pb(CH3CO2)2 ·3H2O and

(CH3CO2)3La·xH2O precursors were dissolved in HO(CH2)3OH

and CH3COOH solutions, respectively, at 80
o
C for 30 min. Then,

10 wt% excess Pb was added to compensate for losses during

sintering. A-site solution was dissolved with two kinds of

materials and mixed at 80
o
C for 30 min. To obtain the B-site

solution, the materials were mixed sequentially at 10 min

intervals. Finally, the B-site solution was stirred by magnetic bar

at 80
o
C for 30 min. After these processes, the A-site sol and B-site

sol were mixed at 80
o
C for 60 min, and then were aged for 24

hour at room temperature. As a result, we could obtain the 0.25 M

PLZT solution. The sols filtered of impurities through a 0.2 μm

filter were deposited on the substrate by spin-coating at 5000 rpm

for 30 s. In order to remove organic solvents from the sols, the

deposited thin film was dried on the hotplate at 400℃ for 10min,

and the firing process was carried out using rapid thermal

annealing at 750o
C for 10 min. This spinning-drying-annealing

cycle was repeated seven times to obtain ~420 nm thin films. The

Pt top electrodes, with thickness 120 nm and diameter 200 μm

were deposited on the PLZT thin film by DC sputtering.

2.2 Measurement

The structural property of the PLZT thin film was studied by

using thin film X-ray diffraction (thin film-XRD). The dielectric

property of the PLZT thin film as a function of temperature was

measured with an impedance analyzer (Agilent 4294A). A

platinum ceramic heater was used to apply heat to the samples.

The polarization versus electric field (P-E) hysteresis loops and

the leakage current at different temperatures were measured with

Precision Premier II (Radiant Technologies. Inc.) at a frequency of

3.3 kHz. All the measurements were performed in a chamber

sealed to cut off external influences such as air flow, radiant heat

and heat transfer. The heat of thin films applied by ceramic heater

was confirmed by a K-type thermocouple.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

3.1 Structural Property

The structural property of the PLZT thin film was observed by

examining its XRD pattern. Fig. 2 shows the XRD pattern of a 9/

65/35 PLZT thin film. The lattice indexes of the peaks are labeled

according to their pseudocubic perovskite structure. The PLZT

thin film shows a (110) preferred orientation. In addition, the

diffraction peaks generated by the perovskite structure of PLZT

and the substrate can be detected. On the other hand, distinct

pyrochlore phases were not detected. 

3.2 Dielectric Property

Fig. 3. shows the temperature and frequency dependence of the

relative dielectric constant and loss tangent measured as a function

Fig. 1. Fabrication process of PLZT thin film. Fig. 2. X-ray diffraction pattern of PLZT thin film.
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of temperature and various frequencies at 100 mV. The real parts

of the effective dielectric constant and dielectric loss tangent were

measured approximately every 5oC. As shown in Fig.  2, the broad

dielectric peak in a wide temperature range and movement within

different frequencies are known for its typical relaxor dielectric

behavior [12]. These results show that the 9/65/35 PLZT thin film

may be relaxor ferroelectric material. The highest dielectric

constant at 1000 kHz was εr =1037 at Tm=210oC. At this time,

dielectric loss was tan δ=0.076.

Since the maximum broad peak was associated with the

ferroelectric-to-paraelectric phase transition, the curie temperature

Tc of 9/65/35 PLZT thin film was in the vicinity of 210oC.

3.3 Electrical Property

In order to evaluate the ECEs, electrical hysteresis

measurements were taken at roughly every 15oC in the different

temperature range from 55 to 280oC, on cooling to minimize

fatigue. In Fig. 4., representative plots of P(E) are illustrated from

(a) to (d).

As shown the Fig. 4., generally, the slim loops has been known

as typical feature for the relaxor ferroelectrics [16]. Thus, 9/65/35

PLZT thin film may be relaxor ferroelectric material. The PMAX of

the PLZT thin film, which is the value extracted from the upper

branch of the hysteresis loop, gradually decreases with the

increasing temperature. The gradual decrease of PMAX may lead to

a change in the polar micro or nano-domain state as a function of

temperature [11].

Fig. 5. shows the leakage current investigated near the operating

temperature Top which is in the vicinity of the curie temperature

Tc=210
o
C. In addition, the leakage current was measured under a

maximum electric field of E=350 kV cm
-1
. The transient current

persists up to 1000 ms. Therefore our value of 85 nA represents an

upper bound of the steady-state leakage current.

3.4 Temperature Change Property

To calculate the electrocaloric effect by the indirect measurement

method, we used the Maxwell relation ( P/ T)E=( S/ E)T

derived from the Gibbs free energy, and the temperature change ΔT

from to an applied electric field E, for a material of density (ρ) with

specific heat capacity (Cp) is given by [17]

(1)

∂ ∂ ∂ ∂

ΔT
1

ρ
---

T

Cp T( )
-------------

∂P

∂T
------
⎝ ⎠
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E

∂E

E
1

E
2

∫–=

Fig. 3. Relative dielectric constant and loss tangent as a function of

temperature measured at frequencies from 400 to 1000 kHz.

Fig. 4. Representative hysteresis loops at various temperatures, on

cooling, at 33 kHz.

Fig. 5. Leakage current in the vicinity of operating temperature Top=

210
o
C.
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where E1 and E2 are the starting and final electric field,

respectively; and, P is polarization. The material of density and

the specific heat capacity are taken as constants equal to 800 kg/m3,

and ~5000 J/Kg K, respectively [8]. Fig. 6. depicts the pyroelectric

coefficient (P/T) as a function of temperature under different

electric fields. On inserting PMAX into the temperature curves of

Fig. 7, PMAX was found to gradually decrease with the temperature

increases. Therefore, the sign of P/ T is negative. P/ T

was obtained from fourth-order polynomial fits to P(T) data

(Fig. 7, inset) extracted from P(E). The lower integration limit

E1=125 kV cm-1 was set, which ensures that P/T < 0. In addition,

the upper integration limit E2=343 kV cm-1 was set. A large

pyroelectric coefficient will result in a large temperature change

(i.e., ΔT).

EC temperature changes calculated with Eq.(1) are depicted in

Fig. 7. As shown in Fig. 7, The peak value of ΔT increases by

increasing measurement temperature until 200oC and the largest

changes were obtained at Tpeak=200oC (ΔT=0.23 K and [dT/

dE]=0.68 mk cm/kV) with a maximum field change ΔE ( i.e., E2-E1 ).

The largest temperature change (ΔT=0.23 K) was observed with

191 kV/cm at 200oC which is similar to the phase transition

temperature (210oC). This implies that the electrocaloric strength

(ξ=dT/dE ) at Tpeak of the 9/65/35 PLZT thin film is 0.68 mk cm/kV.

4. CONCLUSION

In this work, we demonstrated an ECE in the 9/65/35 PLZT

thin film fabricated by the sol-gel method. The relaxor property of

the PLZT thin film was confirmed by examining its dielectric and

electrical properties. To avoid a lossy ferroelectric property

generated by leakage current with the increasing temperature, the

optimal maximum electric field in the thin film (350 kV cm-1) was

obtained by measuring the leakage current (85 nA) in the vicinity

of the Curie temperature (i.e., Top=210oC). The pyroelectric

coefficient (P/T) obtained from the fourth-order polynomial fits to

the P(T) data extracted from the upper branch of the hysteresis

loops ensures P/ T < 0. As a result of indirect measurement

method calculated with Eq.(1), the temperature change ΔT was

increased by increasing the temperature until the phase transition

temperature. The largest change of temperature was confirmed in

the vicinity of curie-temperature (200oC) with maximum field

change (191 kV cm-1). Also, The electrocaloric strength dT/dE is

0.68 mk cm/kV in the same conditions.
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